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This is a free unicorn plaid (belly) amigurumi. I wanted to have a free pattern for everyone to 

try out my patterns to make sure you like my writing style. All other patterns can be found @ 

https://www.etsy.com/shop/ThePurpleHookNook?ref=s2-header-shopname 

https://www.ravelry.com/stores/purple-hook-nook 

 

Abbreviations, sewing together, and YouTube video links on last page.  

It can be made almost any size with any yarn as well.  

I used 3mm hook 

Worsted weight red heart love in white and black 

Plaid done in scrap yarn in rainbow colors 

Stands about 10-11 inches without ears/horn 

All of my plaid animals will be interchangeable for faces, 

tails, and accessories.  

 

 

Colors- A=white, B= black, M= medium (rainbow colors), L= light (white), D= dark (black) 

Legs make 2 

3mm hook  

Start with color B 

https://www.etsy.com/shop/ThePurpleHookNook?ref=s2-header-shopname
https://www.ravelry.com/stores/purple-hook-nook
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1.  MC sc6 

2. *Inc* (12) 

3. *Sc, inc* (18) 

4. *2sc, inc* (24)  

5. Sc in each St (24) 

6. *2sc, Sc2tog* (18)  

7. Sc in each St(18)8 

Change to color A - optional to do stripes like arm one row of each color, or 3 colors on legs and 3 colors 

on arms. 

              8-20. Sc in each St (18)  

Leg 1- SL St and I left a smaller tail that tucked down the leg 

Leg 2- chain 6 and join to leg 1 w8th SL St 

 

Picture 1: the chain 6 on legs 2. Picture 2: joining leg 2 to leg 1. Picture 3: 6 Sc worked in the chain 6 on 

both sides – rows 1 done 

Body continue from legs  

Highlighted area is the two hardest rows in this pattern. Look at pics for help if needed.  
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1-5. Sc in each St (48) work 6 Sc in back of the chain 6 and 6 Sc in the front to equal 12 added 

stitches this round. 

6. *5sc, Inc* x2, sc, {change to M} inc, {change to L} 3sc, {change to M}  3sc, {change to L}  3sc, 

{change M} inc, {change to A} sc, *5sc, inc* x3, inc, 3sc (55) 

7.*Inc , 6sc* x2, sc, {M} inc, sc, {L} 3sc,  {M} 3sc, {L} 3sc, {M} sc, inc, {A} sc,*inc, 6sc* x3, 4sc (62) 

8. 17sc, {M} inc, 2sc, {L} 3sc, {M} 3sc, {L} 3sc, {M} 2sc, Inc, {A} 30sc (64) 

9-11 . 17sc, {D} 4sc, {M} 3sc, {D} 3sc, {M} 3sc, {D} 4sc, {A} 30sc (64) 

12-14. 17sc, {M} 4sc, {L} 3sc, {M} 3sc, {L} 3sc, {M} 4sc, {A} 30sc (64) 

15-16. 17sc, {D} sc2tog, 2sc, {M} 3sc, {D} 3sc, {M} 3sc, {D} 2sc, sc2tog, {A} 30sc (62) 

17.  *6sc, sc2tog*x2, sc, {D} sc2tog, sc, {M} 3sc, {D} 3sc, {M} 3sc, {D} sc2tog, sc, {A} sc, *6sc, 

Sc2tog*x4, sc2tog, 3sc (54) 

18. *Sc2tog, 5sc,*x2 sc, {M} 2sc, {L} sc2tog, sc, {M} 3sc, {L} sc2tog, sc, {M} 2sc, {A}*sc2tog, 

5sc,*x3 sc2tog , 2sc (47) 

19. 13sc, {M} 2sc, {L} 2sc, {M} sc2tog, sc, {L} 2sc, {M} 2sc, {A} 22sc (46) 

20. 13sc {M} 2sc, {L} 2sc, {M} 2sc, {L} 2sc, {M} 2sc, {A} 22c (45) 

21-23. 13sc, {D} 2sc, {M} 2sc, {D} 2sc, {M} 2sc, {D} 2sc, {A} 22sc (45) 

24. *4sc, Sc2tog*  till last 3 stitches, Sc, sc2tog (37) 

25. *Sc2tog, 2sc* till last stitch, sc (28) 

26-29. Sc in each St (28) 

SLST and leave long tail for sewing head on  

Finish stuffing body making sure hips are stuffed well for shaping.  

 

 

Picture 1: I use scrap yarn as row marker. Picture 2: row 6 of body complete. Picture 3: row 7 

of body complete. 

 

Head 
3mm hook and white  

MC sc7 

1.  *Inc* (14) 

2. *Sc, inc* (21) 

3. *2sc, inc* (28) 

4. *3sc, inc* (35) 

5.*4sc, inc* (42) 
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6. *5sc, inc* (49) 

7. *6sc, inc* (56) 

8. *7sc, Inc* (63) 

9. *8sc, inc* (70) 

10-16. Sc in each St (70)  

17. *8sc, Sc2tog* (63) 

18. *Sc2tog, 7sc* (56) 

19. *6sc, Sc2tog* (49) 

20. *Sc2tog, 5sc* (42) 

put safety eyes between rows 11-12 about 7 stitches apart before finishing (I used 12mm If 

you use different size eyes, play around with how far apart you want them.) 

21. *4sc, Sc2tog* (35) 

22. *Sc2tog, 3sc* (28) 

23. Sc in each St (28)   start stuffing  

24. *2sc, Sc2tog* (21) 

25. *Sc, Sc2tog* (14) 

26. *Sc2tog* (7) 

SL St and leave long tail for sewing  

Arms make 2 

3mm hook - I did one row of each color on mine.  

Start with color B 

1.  MC sc6 

2. *Inc* (12) 

3. *Sc, inc* (18) 

4. *2sc, inc* (24)  

5. Sc in each St (24) 

6. *2sc, Sc2tog* (18)  

7. Sc in each St(18) 

Change to color A- optional colors changing in pictures for arms. Start stuffing bottom of arms firmly at 

bottom, and lightly about 2/3 way up. 
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              8-22. Sc in each St (18)  

 

Nose  

3mm hook and white.  

1 MC 6 

2 *inc* (12) 

3 *sc, inc* (18) 

4 *2sc, inc* (24)  

5-10. Sc in each St  

6 *3sc, inc* (30) SL St and leave tail for sewing  

Ears make 2 

3mm hook and white  

1. MC 6 

2. *inc* (12) 

3. *sc, inc* (18) 

4-7. sc in each St (18)  

8. *sc, sc2tog* (12) 
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SL St and leave tail for sewing fold together like picture before sewing onto head 

 

 

Horn  

3mm hook and yellow  

1 MC 4  

2 sc in each St (4) 

3 *sc, inc* (6) 

4-6 Sc in each St (6) 

7 *sc, inc* (9) 

8-9 sc in each St (9) 

10 *sc, inc* (15) 

11 turn and 7sc Do Not chain one before or after turning for both rows 11 and 12  

12 turn and 6sc  

SL St and leave tail for sewing  
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Hair I made 5 of each color 

Chain anywhere from 25-35  

Sc in second from the hook 

2 or 3 sc in each of the next few stitches (makes curls, I did some with 2 and some with 3) 

SL St in the rest of the stitches (makes it straight)  

Leave tail for sewing  

 

Tail I made of each color 

Same as hair, but chain 15  

Sewing  
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Nose goes right under eyes and embroidered nostrils. I took white and went through 2 Stitches long 

repeatedly for a 2 stitches wide, then took black underneath for depth.  

Arms go between rows 23-24 and are 7 stitches apart in the front  

Horn goes directly on the top with flap in the back. The flap helps lean it forward slightly. I stuffed it 

lightly as well.  

Ears go 4 stitches away from the horn  

I put 3 stands of hair in the front and the rest in the back spaced 1-2 stitches apart (picture below is 

just to show where I put the hair. It isn’t necessary to use scrap yarn to mark where it goes) 

Tail I layered three on row 10 and 3 right above on row 9 with no spaces between any of them.  

Abbreviations and YouTube tutorials 

*---* = Repeat  

MC = magic circle 
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Sc = single crochet  

Sc2tog = Sc 2 stitches together  

Inc = 2 Sc in the same stitch  

SL ST= slip stitch  

YouTube has some amazing tips for changing colors and holding yarn so it doesn’t tangle.  

Color changing  

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=f8vtkK-_3Do 

Plaid and how to lay/have yarn to not tangle  

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=H0TsDLA2MnI  

leg joining  

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Rq43fckHJII   

sewing head to body 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=1E7BoCDtYUE  

Sewing arms/muzzle 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=UmPL02Xfgzk  

 

My story 

I am a stay at home mom of two amazing little monsters (boys). I taught myself how to 

crochet when I was pregnant with my first. I was high risk with my son Jace and crocheting 

helped keep my mind off unwanted thoughts. I taught myself how to knit with my son Nolan. 

He was an easy pregnancy other than the normal aches and pains of being a beached whale. 

(Being pregnant is a beautiful thing). And lastly I have an amazing hubby that doesn’t know 

where over half my yarn stash is hidden. That’s why he is so darn amazing, lol.  

Please contact me with any questions. I am a mom 1st and for most, so please be patient and I 

will get to you as soon as I can.  Purplehooknook@gmail.com  

  Whitney Wersal 

 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=f8vtkK-_3Do
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=H0TsDLA2MnI
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Rq43fckHJII
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=1E7BoCDtYUE
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=UmPL02Xfgzk
mailto:Purplehooknook@gmail.com

